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AbstratWe propose a method for the spei�ation and the automated veri�ation of temporal propertiesof in�nite state reative systems. Our method makes use of onstraint logi programs (CLP)with loally strati�ed negation and program speialization. We speify the temporal propertiesof a reative system by means of a CLP program whose perfet model onsists of all atomssat(s; ') suh that state s satis�es property '. We verify a temporal property of a systemby using a method based on the speialization of the orresponding CLP program w.r.t. theinitial states of the system and the given property. Our speialization method makes use of:(i) a set of speialization rules whih preserve the perfet model of CLP programs, and (ii) anautomati strategy whih guides the appliation of the rules for making a proof of the property ofinterest. Our strategy always terminates and it is sound for the veri�ation of properties whihare expressible in the CTL branhing time logi. Due to the undeidability of CTL for in�nitestate systems, our strategy is inomplete. However, by using a prototype implementation, weshow that it is suessful for the veri�ation of several in�nite state systems.Key words: Veri�ation of reative systems, onstraint logi programming, program speializa-tion





3.1. IntrodutionModel heking is a highly suessful tehnique for the automati veri�ation of properties of�nite state reative systems [9℄. In essene, it onsists in: (i) modeling the reative system asa binary transition relation formalized as a Kripke struture over a �nite set of states, (ii) ex-pressing the property to be veri�ed as a propositional temporal formula ', and (iii) hekingthe satisfation relation K; s j= ', where s is an initial state of the system, that is, heking thatthe formula ' holds in the state s of the struture K.The relation K; s j= ' is deidable for various lasses of formulas and, in partiular, thereare very eÆient algorithms for the ase of formulas of the Computation Tree Logi (CTL, forshort). CTL is a very expressive branhing time temporal logi, where one may desribe, amongothers, the so-alled safety and liveness properties of reative systems.One of the most hallenging problems in the area of veri�ation of reative systems, is how toextend model heking to in�nite state reative systems (see, for instane, [29℄). In this ase, areative system is modeled by an Kripke struture whose transition relation is over an in�niteset of states. Several diÆulties arise when onsidering model heking of in�nite state systemsand, in partiular, in that ase for most lasses of formulas the satisfation relation K; s j= ' isundeidable, and not even semideidable.In reent work three main approahes have been followed for dealing with this undeidabilitylimitation.The �rst approah onsists in onsidering deidable sublasses of systems and formulas (see,for instane, [1, 13, 30℄). By following this approah one may provide fully automati tehniques,whih however, are not appliable outside the restrited lasses of systems and properties on-sidered.The seond approah onsists in enhaning �nite state model heking with more generaldedutive tehniques (see, for instane, [31, 39, 40℄). This approah provides a great generality,but it needs some degree of human guidane, and this guidane may be diÆult to provide whendealing with large systems.The third approah onsists in designing methods based on abstrations, that is, mappings forreduing an in�nite state system (or a large �nite state system) to a �nite state one suh thatthe properties of interest are preserved (see, for instane, [8, 10℄). The hoie of the suitableabstration is ruial for the suess of this kind of tehniques. One the abstration is given,these tehniques are fully automati.We propose a veri�ation method whih ombines the generality of the approahes based ondedution with the mehanizability of the approahes based on abstrations. Our method isautomati, but inomplete, and its novelty resides in the idea of using: (1) onstraint logiprograms [20℄ (CLP, for short) for speifying reative systems and their properties, and (2)program speialization [17, 19, 22, 24℄ as an inferene mehanism for heking the properties ofinterest.In our method, the transition relation whih models the system of interest is spei�ed by a�nite olletion of onstraints over the in�nite set of states. For any state s and CTL formula', the satisfation relation K; s j= ' is enoded as a CLP program PK whih de�nes a binaryprediate sat(s; '). For enoding negated CTL formulas, the program PK uses loally strati�ednegation. The semantis of PK is given by the perfet model M(PK), whih is equal to the uniquestable model and the two-valued, well-founded model [4℄. Thus, we may hek that K; s j= 'holds by heking that sat(s; ') belongs to M(PK).In order to hek whether or not sat(s; ') belongs toM(PK) for all initial states s, we propose a



4.method based on the speialization of CLP programs. Program speialization is a transformationtehnique whose objetive is the adaptation of a program to the ontext of use. In the ase ofCLP, program speialization an be de�ned as follows. We are given a program P and a goalof the form (X); p(X), where (X) is a onstraint and p(X) is an atom de�ned by P . Weintrodue the lause Æ: pspe(X)  (X); p(X), where pspe is a new prediate, and we want toderive a new program Pspe suh that, for all ground terms d, if the onstraint (d) holds thenpspe(d) 2M(P [ fÆg) i� pspe(d) 2M(Pspe) (y)We also want that heking whether or not pspe(d) 2M(Pspe) be more eÆient than hekingwhether or not pspe(d) 2M(P [ fÆg).Our veri�ation method uses program speialization as follows. We onsider the programPK and we introdue the lause Æin : sat spe(X)  init(X); sat(X;'), where sat spe is a newprediate and init(X) is a onstraint whih haraterizes the initial states of the system, thatis, init(s) holds i� s is an initial state. By program speialization, from PK [ fÆing we wantto derive a new program PK;spe whih ontains the lause �: sat spe(X)  . Indeed, by theequivalene (y), if � 2 PK;spe then, for all initial states s, we have that sat(s; ') 2M(PK) (seeSetion 6).The speialization tehnique we use for program veri�ation follows an approah based ontransformation rules and strategies [7℄. The transformation rules, whih we will present below,are variants of the familiar unfolding, folding, lause deletion, and onstraint replaement rules,and we show that they preserve the perfet model semantis, and thus, they ensure that theequivalene (y) holds. We will also present a transformation strategy whih guides the appliationof the transformation rules with the aim of deriving the lause sat spe(X)  . Our strategy isfully automati and it always terminates. However, due to the above mentioned undeidabilitylimitation, our strategy is inomplete, in the sense that it may be the ase that sat(s; ') 2M(PK)for all initial states s, and yet, our strategy terminates with a program PK;spe whih does notontain the lause sat spe(X) .In order to ensure termination, our strategy uses a generalization tehnique whih plays arole similar to that of abstration in other veri�ation methods suh as [8, 10℄. However, sinegeneralization is applied during, and not before, the veri�ation proess, generalization may bemore exible than abstration.The ontributions of this paper are the following ones. (i) We have shown that the CTLproperties of onurrent systems as de�ned in [38℄, an be expressed by using perfet modelsof loally strati�ed CLP programs. (ii) We have de�ned variants of the usual transformationrules, suh as, unfolding, folding, lause deletion, and onstraint replaement. These variants aresuitable for performing the speialization of loally strati�ed CLP programs, and we have shownthat these rules preserve the perfet model semantis. (iii) We have proposed an automatistrategy for program speialization and, in partiular, a tehnique for generalization whihmakes program speialization always terminating. (iv) Finally, we have demonstrated that ourtehnique is powerful enough to automatially verify several in�nite state systems onsidered inthe literature.The struture of our paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we present an introdutory example toillustrate the basi ideas of our veri�ation method. In Setion 3 we reall some preliminarynotions onerning loally strati�ed onstraint logi programs and the CTL temporal logi. InSetion 4 we onsider a lass of reative systems and we show how CTL properties of systemsin that lass an be enoded by using loally strati�ed CLP programs. In Setion 5 we presentthe transformation rules whih we use for program speialization and we prove their orretness



5.w.r.t. the perfet model semantis. In Setion 6 we desribe our strategy for program speializa-tion, and we desribe the tehnique for performing generalizations and ensuring the terminationof the strategy. In Setion 7 we report on some experiments of automati protool veri�ationwe have done by using a prototype implementation of our method on the MAP transformationsystem [15℄. In partiular, we have proved safety and liveness properties of the Bakery proto-ol and the Tiket protool for mutual exlusion We have also proved a safety property of theBounded Bu�er protool for ensuring no loss of messages. Finally, in Setion 8 we ompareour work with other veri�ation tehniques proposed in the literature. Among them we havegiven speial attention to those tehniques whih use logi programming, onstraints, tabledresolution, program analysis, and program transformation [11, 18, 26, 34, 35℄.2. A Preliminary ExampleIn this setion we illustrate by means of a simple example the basi ideas of our veri�ationmethod. Let us onsider a system Count onsisting of an integer ounter X whih is initializedto 1 and is inremented by 1 at eah time unit. The state of the system is the value of theounter X. We want to prove that starting from the initial state it is impossible to reah a statewhere the value of the ounter is 0.Our veri�ation method starts o� by: (i) expressing the property of interest as a CTL formula', and (ii) providing a CLP program PCount for the binary prediate sat suh that ' holds instate X i� sat(X;') belongs to the perfet model of PCount . This an be done by using thealgorithm we will give in Setion 4. By doing so, we get for the system Count : (i) the CTLformula :EF null , where null is a property whih holds in a state X i� X = 0, and (ii) thefollowing CLP program PCount :1. sat(X;null) X=02. sat(X;:') :sat(X;')3. sat(X;EF ') sat(X;')4. sat(X;EF ') Y =X+1; sat(Y;EF ')As indiated in Setion 3.3, :EF null expresses the fat that it is impossible to reah a statewhere null holds, and this property an be shown to hold in the initial state where X =1, byproving that sat(1;:EF null) 2M(PCount ).Before making that proof, let us notie that by using SLDNF-resolution, the program PCountdoes not terminate for the goal sat(1;:EF null), beause lause 4 allows us to get an in�nitelyfailed SLDNF-tree ontaining the following in�nite sequene of atoms:sat(1;EF null); sat(2;EF null); sat(3;EF null); : : :Also by using tabled resolution [36℄, program PCount fails to terminate beause in the abovesequene no atom is an instane of a preeding one.Now we present the proof that sat(1;:EF null) 2M(PCount ) by using our veri�ation methodbased on program speialization. We make use of the transformation rules whih we will in-trodue in Setion 5. These transformation rules are applied in an automati way followingthe speialization strategy desribed in Setion 6. This strategy starts o� by introduing thede�nition (see rule R1):5. sat spe(X) X=1; sat(X;:EF null)Then we unfold lause 5 (see rule R2p) and we get:6. sat spe(X) X=1; :sat(X;EF null)



6.Now we introdue the following new de�nition:7. newsat1(X) X=1; sat(X;EF null)and we fold lause 6 (see rule R3n) thereby deriving the lause:8. sat spe(X) X=1; :newsat1(X)The speialization proess ontinues by onsidering the new de�nition lause 7 and performinga sequene of transformation steps similar to the one performed starting from lause 5. Byunfolding lause 7 we get:9. newsat1(X) X=1; X=010. newsat1(X) X=1; Y =X+1; sat(Y;EF null)Clause 9 is deleted beause its body ontains an unsatis�able onstraint (see rule R4f). In orderto fold lause 10 we generalize the onstraint X =1; Y =X+1 to the onstraint Y > 1 and weintrodue the following new de�nition:11. newsat2(X) X>1; sat(X;EF null)whose body is obtained from the body of lause 10 by replaing X=1; Y =X+1 by Y >1 andapplying a variable renaming. We fold lause 10 using lause 11 (see rule R3p) and we get:12. newsat1(X) X=1; Y =X+1; newsat2(Y )Now we onsider the new de�nition lause 11 and, similarly to the two derivations whih startfrom lauses 5 and 7, respetively, we perform unfolding, lause deletion, and folding steps asfollows. We �rst unfold lause 11 and then apply the lause deletion rule, thereby deriving thefollowing lause:13. newsat2(X) X>1; Y =X+1; sat(Y;EF null)No new de�nition is needed for folding lause 13. Indeed lause 13 an be folded by using lause11 thereby deriving:14. newsat2(X) X>1; Y =X+1; newsat2(Y )This folding step onludes the �rst phase of our speialization strategy (see Phase A of thestrategy desribed in Setion 6). At the end of this phase we have derived the following program:8. sat spe(X) X=1; :newsat1(X)12. newsat1(X) X=1; Y =X+1; newsat2(Y )14. newsat2(X) X>1; Y =X+1; newsat2(Y )Now, sine the bodies of the lauses whih de�ne the prediates newsat1 and newsat2, that is,lauses 12 and 14, have alls of newsat2, we dedue that for all integers n, all atoms of the formnewsat1(n) or newsat2(n) are false in the perfet model of the program. Thus, we delete lauses12 and 14 (by using rule R4u), and the literal :newsat1(X) (by using rule R2n) in the body oflause 8 and we derive a speialized program PSpe onsisting of the following lause only:15. sat spe(X) X=1Sine we want to verify that :EF null holds in the initial state, where the onstraint X =1 istrue, we may replae lause 15 (by using rule R5) by the following lause:16. sat spe(X) Sine lause 16 belongs to Pspe , we have that sat spe(1) 2 M(Pspe) and thus, by the orret-ness of program speialization (see Property (y) in Setion 1), we also have that sat spe(1) 2M(PCount [ flause 5g). Sine M(PCount [ flause 5g) is a model of the ompletion of PCount [



7.flause 5g [4℄ and sat spe is de�ned by lause 5 only, we get that sat(1;:EF null) 2M(PCount )and this onludes our proof.Before ending this setion we want to briey disuss the following points related to the proofwe have done.(1) The generation of a reurrent goal (in our ase, the goal X>1; sat(X;EF null) whih oursboth in lause 11 and lause 13) during the unfolding proess, determines after folding, thegeneration of reursive lauses (in our ase, lause 14), and these reursive lauses allow us toinfer that some atoms (in our ase, newsat2(X)) are false in the perfet model of the programbeause they are in�nitely failing.(2) In order to perform the folding steps required for generating reursive lauses as indiatedin Point (1) above, we may need to introdue new de�nitions by applying a generalizationtehnique. In our ase we have introdued lause 11 by generalizing the body of lause 10, andindeed, by using lause 11 we were able to fold all sat atoms ourring in the program at hand.(3) The hoie of a suitable generalization tehnique plays a ruial role in our veri�ationmethod. Indeed, generalizations ensure termination of the speialization strategy, as it has beenthe ase for our proof above, but they an also prevent the proof of the property of interest aswe now indiate.Indeed, if we had generalized the onstraint X=1; Y =X+1 in the body of lause 10 to true,instead of Y >1, then, instead of lause 11, we would have introdued the following lause:11*. newsat2(X) sat(X;EF null)By unfolding lause 11* we would have derived the lause newsat2(1)  and we ould havenot inferred that for all integers n, newsat2(n) is false in the perfet model of the program. Asalready mentioned, we will desribe our generalization tehnique in Setion 6.3. PreliminariesIn this setion we reall some basi notions of onstraint logi programming. For notions notde�ned here the reader may refer to [3, 4, 20, 21, 27℄. We also present our notational onventionsand we briey reall the syntax and the semantis of the Computational Tree Logi (CTL, forshort), whih is the logi we use for expressing properties of reative systems. For a more detailedtreatment of CTL the reader may look at [9℄.3.1. Syntax of Constraint Logi ProgramsWe onsider a �rst order language L generated by an in�nite set Vars of variables, a set Funtof funtion symbols with arity, and a set Pred of prediate symbols with arity. We assume thatPred is the union of two disjoint sets: (i) the set Pred of onstraint prediate symbols, inludingtrue, false, and the equality symbol =, and (ii) the set Predu of user de�ned prediate symbols.A term of L is either a variable or an expression of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn), where f is a symbolin Funt and t1; : : : ; tn are terms. An atomi formula is an expression of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn)where p is a symbol in Pred and t1; : : : ; tn are terms. A formula of L is either an atom or aformula onstruted, as usual, from formulas by means of onnetives (:, ^, _, !,  , $) andquanti�ers (9, 8). As ustomary in logi programming, we may use omma, instead of ^.Given a term or a formula e, the set of variables ourring in e is denoted by vars(e). Similarnotation will be used for denoting the set of variables ourring in a set of terms or formulas.Given a formula ', the set of the free variables in ' is denoted by FV ('). A term or a formulais ground i� it ontains no variable. Given a set X = fX1; : : : ;Xng of n variables, by 8X '



8.we denote the formula 8X1 : : : Xn '. By 8(') we denote the universal losure of ', that is, theformula 8X ', where FV (') = X. Analogously, by 9(') we denote the existential losure of '.By '(X1; : : : ;Xn) we denote a formula whose free variables are among X1; : : : ;Xn.A primitive onstraint is an atomi formula p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p is a prediate symbol inPred. The set C of onstraints is the smallest set of formulas of L whih ontains all primitiveonstraints and it is losed w.r.t. onjuntion and existential quanti�ation. A basi onstraintis either a primitive onstraint or an existentially quanti�ed onstraint.An atom is an atomi formula p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p is an element of Predu and t1; : : : ; tn areterms. A literal is either an atom A, also alled positive literal, or a negated atom :A, also allednegative literal. A goal is a (possibly empty) onjuntion of literals. A onstrained literal is theonjuntion of a onstraint and a literal. A onstrained goal is the onjuntion of a onstraintand a goal. The empty onjuntion of onstraints or literals is identi�ed with true.A lause  is a formula of the form H  ;G, where: (i) H is an atom, alled the head of and denoted hd(), and (ii) ;G is a onstrained goal, alled the body of  and denoted bd().Clauses of the form H  , where  is a onstraint, are alled onstrained fats. Clauses of theform H  true are alled fats, and they are also written as H  . A lause is onstraint-freei� no onstraints our in its body.A onstraint logi program (or program, for short) is a �nite set of lauses. A de�nite onstraintlogi program is a �nite set of lauses whose bodies have no ourrenes of negative literals.Given two atoms p(t1; : : : ; tn) and p(u1; : : : ; un), we denote by p(t1; : : : ; tn) = p(u1; : : : ; un) theonjuntion of the onstraints: t1=u1; : : : ; tn=un. We say that a term t is free for a variableX in a formula ' i� by substituting t for all free ourrenes of X in ', we do not introduenew ourrenes of bound variables. A formula  is an instane of a formula ' i�  is obtainedfrom ' by applying a substitution fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng suh that, for i = 1; : : : ; n, the term ti isfree for Xi in '.Given a user de�ned prediate symbol p and a program P , the de�nition of p in P , denotedDef (p; P ), is the set of lauses  in P suh that p is the prediate symbol of hd(). We saythat the atom p(t1; : : : ; tn) is failed in a program P i� Def (p; P ) = ;. We say that the atomp(t1; : : : ; tn) is valid in a program P i� the fat p(X1; : : : ;Xn) belongs to P .The set of useless prediates of a program P is the maximal set U of prediate symbolsourring in P suh that the prediate p is in U i� every lause  in Def (p; P ) is of the formH  ;G1; q(: : :); G2 for some q is in U . For instane, in the following program:p q; rq  p;:sr  p and q are useless prediates, while r is not useless. A lause  is useless i� the prediate ofhd() is useless.A variable renaming is a bijetive mapping from Vars to Vars. The appliation of a variablerenaming � to a formula ' returns the formula �('), alled a variant of ', obtained by replaingeah (bound or free) variable X in ' by the variable �(X). A lause  is said to be renamedapart i� all its (bound or free) variables do not our elsewhere.We will feel free to apply to lauses the following transformations whih, as the reader mayverify, preserve program semantis (see Setion 3.2):(1) appliation of variable renamings,(2) reordering of the onstraints and the literals in the body (we will usually move all onstraintsto the left and all literals to the right), and



9.(3) replaement of a lause of the form H  X = t; ; G, where X 62 vars(t), by the lause(H  ;G)fX=tg, and vie versa.3.2. Semantis of Constraint Logi ProgramsNow we introdue the notions of loal strati�ation and perfet model for onstraint logi pro-grams. These notions are an extension of the similar notions for logi programs [4, 33℄ and areparametri w.r.t. the interpretation of the onstraints [20, 21℄.A onstraint domain D onsists of: (1) A non-empty set D, alled arrier. (2) An assignmentof a funtion fD from Dn to D to eah n-ary funtion symbol f in Funt. (3) An assignment ofa relation over Dn to eah n-ary onstraint prediate symbol in Pred . In partiular, D assignsthe whole arrier D to true, the empty set to false, and the identity over D to the binary equalitysymbol =.We assume that D is a set of ground terms. This is not restritive beause we may enlargethe language L by making every element of D to be an element of the set Funt of funtionsymbols.Sometimes, for reasons of simpliity, we will identify the onstraint domain D with its arrierD.Given a formula ' where all prediate symbols belong to Pred , we onsider the satisfationrelation D j= ' whih is de�ned as usually done in the �rst order prediate alulus.Now given a program P we want to de�ne the onept of ground (P ). A valuation is a funtionv: Vars ! D. We extend the domain of v to terms, onstraints, and literals. Given a term t,we indutively de�ne the term v(t) as follows: (i) if t is a variable X then v(t) = v(X), and (ii)if t is f(t1; : : : ; tn) then v(t) = fD(v(t1); : : : ; �(tn)). Given a onstraint , v() is the onstraintobtained by replaing eah free variable X 2 FV () by the ground term v(X). Notie that v()is a losed formula. Given a literal L, (i) if L is the atom p(t1; : : : ; tn), then v(L) is the groundatom p(v(t1); : : : ; v(tn)), and (ii) if L is the negated atom :A, then v(L) is the ground literal:v(A). We de�ne ground (P ) as the following set of ground lauses:ground (P ) = fv(H) v(L1); : : : ; v(Lm) j v is a valuation, (H  ; L1; : : : ; Lm) 2 P ,and D j= v()gGiven a onstraint domain D, a D-interpretation I assigns a relation over Dn to eah n-ary userde�ned prediate symbol in Predu, that is, I is a subset of the set BD de�ned as follows:BD = fp(d1; : : : ; dn) | p is a prediate symbol in Predu and (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 DngGiven a D-interpretation I and a onstraint-free, ground lause : H  L1; : : : ; Lm, we saythat  is true in I, written I j=  i� one of the following holds: (i) H 2 I, or (ii) there existsi 2 f1; : : : ;mg suh that Li is an atom and Li 62 I, or (iii) there exists i 2 f1; : : : ;mg suh thatLi is a negated atom :Ai and Ai 2 I.A D-interpretation M is a D-model of a (�nite or in�nite) set S of onstraint-free, groundlauses i� for eah lause  in S, we have that M j= . M is a D-model of a CLP program Pi� M is a D-model of ground (P ). It an be shown that the every set of de�nite, onstraint-free,ground lauses has a least D-model (w.r.t. set inlusion) and, thus, every de�nite onstraintlogi program has a least D-model [21℄.Now we de�ne loally strati�ed onstraint logi programs. A loal strati�ation is a funtion�: BD ! W , where W is the set of ountable ordinals. If A 2 BD and �(A) = � we say thatthe stratum of A is �, or A is in stratum �. A lause Æ in P is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a loalstrati�ation � i� for all lauses of the form A  L1; : : : ; Lm in ground (fÆg) we have that for



10.all i = 1; : : : ;m, if Li is an atom B then �(A) � �(B), otherwise, if Li is a negated atom :B,then �(A) > �(B). Given a loal strati�ation �, we say that program P is loally strati�edw.r.t. � i� every lause of P is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. A program P is loally strati�ed i�there exists a loal strati�ation � suh that P is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. We denote by P�the set of lauses in ground(P ) whose head is in stratum �.A level mapping is a funtion from the set of prediate symbols to the �nite ordinals. Givena level mapping �, we extend it to literals as follows: if L is an atom p(: : :) then �(L) = �(p),and if L is a negated atom :p(: : :) then �(L) = �(p). A lause  of the form H  ; L1; : : : ; Lmis strati�ed w.r.t. a level mapping � i� for all i = 1; : : : ;m, if Li is a positive literal then�(H) � �(Li) and, if Li is a negative literal then �(H) > �(Li). A program P is strati�ed i�there exists a level mapping � suh that every lause of P is strati�ed w.r.t. �. If a programP is strati�ed w.r.t. �, then there exists a �nite sequene S1; : : : ; Sk of programs, alled astrati�ation of P , suh that (i) P = S1 [ : : : [ Sk, and (ii) for any two lauses � and � inP , �(hd(�)) < �(hd(�)) i� there exist i, j suh that: (a) i < j, (b) � 2 Si, and () � 2 Sj.S1; : : : ; Sk are alled the strata of P . Note that, as a onsequene of the de�nition, the strata ofa program are pairwise disjoint and if a program is strati�ed then it is loally strati�ed.Similarly to the ase of logi programs [4, 33℄, we de�ne the perfet model M(P ) of a loallystrati�ed onstraint logi program P as the D-interpretation S�2W M�, where for every ordinal� in W , the set M� is onstruted as follows:(1) M0 is the empty set,(2) if � > 0, M� is the least D-model of the set of de�nite, onstraint-free, ground lausesderived from P� as follows: (i) every literal :A ourring in the body of a lause in P� is deletedi� A is in stratum � , with � < �, and A 62M� , and (ii) every lause  in P� is deleted i� thereexists a literal :A in bd() suh that A is in stratum � , with � < �, and A 2M� .Similarly to the ase of logi programs [4, 33℄, we have the following result.Theorem 3.1. Every loally strati�ed onstraint logi program has a unique perfet model.In this paper we do not speify any partiular method for solving onstraints in C. We onlyassume that there exists a omputable total funtion solve: C�P�n(Vars)! C, where P�n(Vars)is the set of all �nite subsets of Vars . solve is assumed to be sound w.r.t. onstraint equivalene,that is, for every onstraint 1 and for every �nite set X of variables, if solve(1;X) = 2 thenD j= 8X((9Y 1)$ 2), where Y = FV (1)�X and FV (2) � FV (9Y 1). We also assume thatsolve is omplete w.r.t. satis�ability in the sense that, for any onstraint ,(i) solve(; ;) = true i�  is satis�able, that is, D j= 9(), and(ii) solve(; ;) = false i�  is unsatis�able, that is, D j= :9().The soundness and the totality of the solve funtion guarantee the orretness and the termina-tion of the speialization strategy we will present in Setion 6. The assumption that the solvefuntion is omplete w.r.t. satis�ability guarantees that onstraint satis�ability tests, whih arerequired in our veri�ation method, are deidable and indeed they an be performed by applyingthe solve funtion.Finally, we assume that, for any onstraints 1 and 2, D j= 8(1 ! 2) is deidable.3.3. The Computational Tree LogiThe Computation Tree Logi (CTL, for short) is a temporal logi for expressing properties ofthe evolutions in time of reative systems. These evolutions are alled omputation paths. CTL



11.formulas are built from a given set Elem of elementary properties by using: (i) the followinglinear-time operators along a omputation path: G (`always'), F (`sometimes'), X (`nexttime'),and U (`until'), and (ii) the quanti�ers over omputation paths: A (`for all paths') and E (`forsome path'), as indiated by the following de�nition.De�nition 1. [CTL Formulas℄ A CTL formula ' has the following syntax:' ::= e j :' j '1 ^ '2 j EX ' j EU('1; '2) j AF 'where e belongs to Elem.The other ombinations of temporal operators and quanti�ers are assumed to be abbreviations:EF ' � EU(true; ')EG' � :AF :'AX ' � :EX :'AU('1; '2) � :EU(:'2; :'1^:'2) ^ (:EG:'2)AG' � :EF :'where true is the elementary property whih holds in every state.The semantis of CTL formulas is given by using a Kripke struture and de�ning the satisfa-tion relation K; s j= ', whih denotes that a formula ' holds in a state s of K. The ontext willdisambiguate between the use of j= for denoting the satisfation relation in a Kripke strutureand the use of the same symbol for providing the semantis of onstraint logi programs (Setion3.2).De�nition 2. [Kripke Struture℄ A Kripke struture K is a 4-tuple hS; I;R; Li where:1. S is a set of states,2: I � S is the set of initial states,3. R � S � S is a total relation, that is, for every state s 2 S there exists a state s0 2 S suhthat (s; s0) 2 R. R is alled a transition relation, and4. L : S ! P(Elem) is a funtion whih assigns to eah state s 2 S a subset L(s) of Elem; thatis, a set of elementary properties whih hold in s.A omputation path in K from a state s0 is an in�nite sequene of states s0s1 : : : suh that(si; si+1) 2 R for every i � 0.Given a Kripke struture K = hS; I;R; Li, the relation K; s j= ' is indutively de�ned asfollows:K; s j= e i� e is an elementary property in L(s)K; s j= :' i� it is not the ase that K; s j= 'K; s j= '1 ^ '2 i� K; s j= '1 and K; s j= '2K; s j= EX ' i� there exists a omputation path s0s1 : : : in K suh thats = s0 and K; s1 j= 'K; s j= EU('1; '2) i� there exists a omputation path s0s1 : : : in K suh that(i) s = s0 and (ii) for some n � 0 we have that:K; sn j= '2 and K; sj j= '1 for all j 2 f0; : : : ; n� 1gK; s j= AF ' i� for all omputation paths s0s1 : : : in K, if s = s0 thenthere exists n � 0 suh that K; sn j= '.Notie that in the de�nition of the relation K; s j= ', the set I of initial states is not used.However, I has been introdued beause it is often the ase that the system properties we wantto express are properties of the initial states of the system.



12.4. Expressing CTL Properties by Loally Strati�ed CLPIn this setion we present the lass of reative systems whih an be veri�ed by using ourmethod. This lass is very general, and inludes the onurrent systems de�ned in [38℄. But,unlike [38℄, in order to speify these systems and their temporal properties, we use onstraintlogi programs. In this respet our approah is similar to the one presented in [11℄. However,we use CLP programs with negation and the perfet model semantis, while the authors of [11℄onsider de�nite CLP programs and express temporal properties by means of least and greatest�xpoints.A reative system is modeled by a Kripke struture K [9℄ based on a onstraint domain D asindiated below. Then, starting from K we onstruts a loally strati�ed CLP program PK whihenodes the temporal properties of the system. The program PK de�nes a binary prediate satsuh that, for all states s and CTL formulas ', we have that K; s j= ' i� sat(s; ') 2M(PK).A Kripke struture K = hS; I;R; Li based on the onstraint domain D, is spei�ed as follows.(We borrow some of the terminology from [38℄.)1. The set S of states is the (possibly in�nite) arrier D of the onstraint domain D.2. The set I of initial states is spei�ed by a onstraint init(X), so that for all states s 2 S,we have that: s 2 I i� D j= init(s),3. The transition relation R is spei�ed by a �nite disjuntion t1(X;Y ) _ : : : _ tk(X;Y ) ofonstraints, so that for all states s1 and s2 in S, we have that: (s1; s2) 2 R i� D j=t1(s1; s2) _ : : : _ tk(s1; s2)Eah disjunt ti(X;Y ), alled an event, is a onstraint of the form: ond i(X)^ at i(X;Y )suh that3.1 D j= 8X (ond i(X)! 9Y at i(X;Y )), and3.2 D j= 8X;Y;Z (at i(X;Y ) ^ at i(X;Z)! Y = Z),The onstraint ond i(X) is alled the enabling ondition and the onstraint at i(X;Y ) isalled the ation. Condition (3.1) means that at i is de�ned whenever the orrespondingenabling ondition holds, and Condition (3.2) means that at i is a funtion of its �rstargument.4. The funtion L : S ! P(Elem), where Elem is the set of elementary properties of K, isspei�ed by assoiating a onstraint e(X) with eah elementary property e, so that forall states s 2 S, we have that: e 2 L(s) i� D j= e(s).The onstrution of the CLP programs orresponding to Kripke strutures, an be performedby using the Enoding Algorithm we now present.The Enoding Algorithm.Input : a Kripke struture K = hS; I;R; Li based on a onstraint domain D.Output : a loally strati�ed CLP program PK suh that, for all states s 2 S and for all CTLformulas ', K; s j= ' i� sat(s; ') 2M(PK).Let us assume that R be spei�ed by the disjunt: t1(X;Y )_: : :_tk(X;Y ). Then the onstrutionof PK is done by indution on the struture of ' as follows.(' is the elementary property e) We introdue the lause:sat(X; e) e(X)



13.where e(X) is the onstraint assoiated with the elementary property e.(' is : ) We introdue the lause:sat(X;: ) :sat(X; )(The symbol : in the head is a funtion symbol, while in the body : is the negation onnetive.)(' is  1 ^  2) We introdue the lause:sat(X; 1 ^  2) sat(X; 1); sat(X; 2)(The symbol ^ in the head is a funtion symbol.)(' is EX  ) For every i = 1; : : : ; n, we introdue the lause:sat(X;EX  ) ti(X;Y ); sat(Y;  )(' is EU( 1;  2)) We introdue the lause:sat(X;EU( 1;  2)) sat(X; 2)and, for every i = 1; : : : ; n, we introdue the lause:sat(X;EU( 1;  2)) ti(X;Y ); sat(X; 1); sat(Y;EU( 1;  2))(' is AF  ) Let us onsider the disjuntion t1(X;Y )_ : : :_ tk(X;Y ) of events, where for everyi = 1; : : : ; k, ti(X;Y ) is ond i(X) ^ at i(X;Y ). We �rst rewrite that disjuntion as a newdisjuntion r1(X;Y ) _ : : : _ rn(X;Y ), suh that:(1) for i = 1; : : : ; n, ri(X;Y ) is a formula of the form ond i(X)^(at i1(X;Y )_: : :_at im(X;Y )),alled a nondeterministi event, where for j = 1; : : : ;m, ond i(X) ^ at ij(X;Y ) is an event,(2) for any two distint i and l in f1; : : : ; ng, ond i(X) and ond l(X) are mutually exlusive,that is, D j= :9X ond i(X) ^ ond l(X), and(3) D j= 8X;Y ((t1(X;Y ) _ : : : _ tk(X;Y )) $ (r1(X;Y ) _ : : : _ rn(X;Y ))).We introdue the following lause:sat(X;AF  ) sat(X; )and, for i = 1; : : : ; n, we introdue the lause,sat(X;AF  ) ond i(X) ^ at i1(X;Yi1) ^ : : : ^ at im(X;Yim);sat(Yi1; AF  ); : : : ; sat(Yim; AF  )where X;Yi1; : : : ; Yim are distint variables.The rewriting needed for the ase where ' is AF  is always possible for Kripke strutures basedon a onstraint domain D whih satis�es the following property:(Property P) For every onstraint (X), the formula :(X) is equivalent to a �nite disjuntion1(X) _ : : : _ m(X) of pairwise mutually exlusive onstraints.This Property P an be formally expressed as follows: for every onstraint (X) in D there existthe onstraints 1(X); : : : ; m(X) suh that:(i) D j= 8X (:(X)$ (1(X)_: : :_m(X))), and(ii) for any two distint i and l in f1; : : : ;mg, i(X) ^ l(X) is unsatis�able, that is, D j=:9X (i(X) ^ l(X)).If Property P holds we also say that :(X) is partitioned into 1(X)_: : :_m(X), or equivalently,1(X) _ : : : _ m(X) is a partition of :(X).Example 1. Let us onsider the onstraint domainRlin of linear equations (=) and inequations(<;�) over real numbers. Without loss of generality, we may assume that every onstraint inRlin is a onjuntion of onstraints of the form t1 op t2, where op 2 f=; <;�g and t1 and t2



14.are terms built out of reals, variables, and arithmeti operators. Then, the negation of anyonstraint in Rlin an be partitioned into a �nite disjuntion of onstraints, beause:(i) Rlin j= 8X (: t1= t2 $ (t1<t2 _ t2<t1))(ii) Rlin j= 8X (: t1<t2 $ t2� t1).However, if we onsider the domain FT of equations between �nite terms whih are built out ofan in�nite set of funtion symbols, then in FT there are onstraints whose negation annot bepartitioned into a �nite disjuntion of onstraints. For instane, the negation of the onstraintX=a, where a is a ground term, an only be expressed by an in�nite disjuntion of onstraints,as follows:FT j= 8X (:X = a$ Wt2G�fagX = t)where G denotes the in�nite set of all ground terms. If we onsider the domain of equationsbetween �nite terms onstruted from a �nite set of funtion symbols, then the negation of anyonstraint an be partitioned into a �nite disjuntion of onstraints. For instane, if the funtionsymbols are 0 (nullary) and s (unary), the negation of the onstraint X=s(0) an be partitionedinto X=0 _ 9Y X=s(s(Y )).The above Enoding Algorithm an easily be extended by onsidering the ases where theoutermost operator of the formula ' is one of the following: EF, EG, AX, AU, and AG. In orderto do so it is enough to express these operators in terms of EX, EU, and AF. For instane, if 'is EF  we introdue the following lause:sat(X;EF  ) sat(X; ),and for i = 1; : : : ; n, we introdue the lause:sat(X;EF  ) ti(X;Y ); sat(Y;EF  )beause: (i) EF  stands for EU(true ;  ) and (ii) sat(X; true) is true for all states X.The program PK onstruted by the Enoding Algorithm is loally strati�ed w.r.t. the funtion� de�ned as follows: for every s 2 S and for every CTL formulas ', �(sat(s; ')) = length('),where length(') is the number of ourrenes of elementary properties, onnetives, and opera-tors ourring in '.We have the following theorem.Theorem 4.1. [Corretness of the Enoding Algorithm℄ Let K = hS; I;R; Li be a Kripke stru-ture and let PK be the loally strati�ed program onstruted from K by the Enoding Algorithm.For all states s 2 S and CTL formulas ', we have that: K; s j= ' i� sat(s; ') 2M(PK).Proof. The proof is by strutural indution on '.(' is e 2 Elem) For all states s 2 S we have that:K; s j= e i� D j= (s) (by the assumption on elementary properties)i� sat(s; e) 2M(PK) (by the Enoding Algorithm).(' is : ) For all states s 2 S we have that:K; s j= : i� K; s j=  does not hold (by the semantis of CTL)i� sat(s;  ) 62M(PK) (by indution hypothesis)i� sat(s;: ) 2M(PK) (by the Enoding Algorithm).(' is  1 ^  2) For all states s 2 S we have that:K; s j=  1 ^  2 i� K; s j=  1 and K; s j=  2 (by the semantis of CTL)i� sat(s;  1) 2M(PK) and sat(s;  2) 2M(PK) (by indution hypothesis)i� sat(s;  1 ^  2) 2M(PK) (by the Enoding Algorithm).



15.(' is EX  ) For all states s 2 S we have that:K; s j= EX  i� there exists a state s1 2 S suh that (s; s1) 2 R and K; s1 j=  (by thesemantis of CTL)i� 9s1 2 S and 9j 2 f1; : : : ; kg suh that D j= tj(s; s1) and sat(s1;  ) 2 M(PK) (by theassumption on the transition relation and indution hypothesis)i� 9s1 2 S and there exists a lause  2 ground (PK) of the form:sat(s;EX  ) sat(s1;  ) and sat(s1;  ) 2M(PK) (by the Enoding Algorithm)i� sat(s;EX  ) 2M(PK) (by de�nition of M(PK)).In the rest of the proof: (i) lfp denotes the least �xpoint operator, and (ii) given a formula ',we denote by ['℄ the set fs 2 S j K; s j= 'g, that is, the set of states in whih ' is true.(' is EU( 1;  2)) From [12℄ we have that K; s j= EU ( 1;  2) holds i� s 2 lfp(�EU ), where�EU = �I:[ 2℄ [ ([ 1℄ \EX�1(I)), and EX�1(I) = fs 2 S j 9s0 2 I suh that (s; s0) 2 Rg. Nowlet us onsider the operator TEU : P(S)! P(S) de�ned as follows:TEU (I) = fs 2 S j sat(s;  2) 2M(PK) orsat(s;  1) 2M(PK) and 9s0 2 I suh that (s; s0) 2 RgBy strutural indution we have that, for i = 1; 2, K; s j=  i i� sat(s;  i) 2M(PK) and, thus, weeasily get that s 2 lfp(�EU ) i� s 2 lfp(TEU ). It remains to show that for all s 2 S, s 2 lfp(TEU )i� sat(s;EU( 1;  2)) 2 M(PK). This proof, whih is left to the reader, is similar to the oneof Theorem 6.5 [27, page 38℄, whih states that the least Herbrand model of a de�nite logiprogram P is the least �xpoint of its TP operator.(' is AF  ) From [12℄ K; s j= AF  holds i� s 2 lfp(�AF ), where �AF = �I:[ ℄ [ AX�1(I)and AX�1(I) = fs 2 S j 8s0 2 S if (s; s0) 2 R then s0 2 Ig. Now let us onsider the operatorTAF : P(S)! P(S) de�ned as follows:TAF (I) = fs 2 S j sat(s;  ) 2M(PK) or8s0 2 S if (s; s0) 2 R then s0 2 IgBy strutural indution we have that K; s j=  i� sat(s;  ) 2 M(PK), and thus, we easily getthat s 2 lfp(�AF ) i� s 2 lfp(TAF ). It remains to show that for all s 2 S, s 2 lfp(TAF ) i�sat(s;AF  ) 2M(PK). Again, this proof is similar to the one of Theorem 6.5 [27, page 38℄ andwe leave to the reader. Reall that, in this ase, when writing the lauses for AF  in PK, weassume that the relation R is spei�ed by a disjuntion of nondeterministi events as indiatedin the Enoding Algorithm. 2In the following example we onsider a simple reative system modeled by a Kripke strutureK and we apply our Enoding Algorithm for generating the orresponding program PK.Example 2. Let us onsider the reative system depited in Figure 1. A state of this system isa hontrol state, ounteri pair. The ontrol state is either a or b and the ounter is real number.The Kripke struture K = hS; I;R; Li whih models that system an be de�ned as follows.K is based on the onstraint domain D whose arrier is the set S = fa; bg�R, where R is the setof real numbers. In D we have: (i) the addition between real numbers, (ii) equations betweenelements in fa; bg, and (iii) equations and inequations between reals. For equations betweenelements in fa; bg and equations between reals we use the same symbol =.The set I of the initial states is spei�ed by the onstraint init(X1;X2) � X1=a; X2=0, thatis, I is the singleton fha; 0ig. (Notie that to represent states we use two variables, instead of asingle variable ranging over pairs.)
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'$Æ )-ha; ni hb; nin := n+2 n := n+1n>0Figure 1: A simple reative system.The transition relation R is spei�ed as the disjuntion of the following three events:t1(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) � (X1=a) ^ (Y1=a ^ Y2=X2 + 2)t2(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) � (X1=a ^X2>0) ^ (Y1=b ^ Y2=X2)t3(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) � (X1=b) ^ (Y1=b ^ Y2=X2 + 1)where in eah disjunt the parentheses are used to distinguish between the enabling onditionsand the ations.We speify the elementary property neg whih holds in a state hX1;X2i i� X2 < 0.We want to verify that starting from the initial state ha; 0i, there exists a omputation path in Ksuh that for all states hX1;X2i along that path we have that X2�0. This property is expressedby the relation K; ha; 0i j= :AF neg whih asserts that the CTL formula :AF neg is true in theinitial state ha; 0i. In order to verify this property, we �rst apply the Enoding Algorithm therebyderiving the program PK suh that K; ha; 0i j= :AF neg i� sat(a; 0;:AF neg) 2M(PK).Notie that the onditions ourring in the events t1(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) and t2(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) arenot mutually exlusive beause D j= 9X19X2 ((X1 = a) ^ (X1 = a ^ X2 > 0)). Thus, in orderto onstrut the lauses for the operator AF we have to perform the rewriting desribed in theEnoding Algorithm. This rewriting an indeed be performed beause the onstraint domain Dsatis�es Property P (see also Example 1). In partiular, we use the following equivalenes:D j= 8X((:X>0)$ X�0)D j= 8X((:X=a)$ X=b)Thus, we speify the transition relation by using the disjuntion of the following three nonde-terministi events:r1(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) � (X1=a ^X2�0) ^ (Y1=a ^ Y2=X2 + 2)r2(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) � (X1=a ^X2>0)^((Y1=a ^ Y2=X2 + 2) _ (Y1=b ^ Y2=X2))r3(X1;X2; Y1; Y2) � (X1=b) ^ (Y1=b ^ Y2=X2 + 1)The appliation of the Enoding Algorithm produes a program PK ontaining the followinglauses (we do not list the lauses for the operators EX and EU beause they are not neededfor verifying our property :AF neg):sat(X1;X2;neg) X2 < 0sat(X1;X2;:') :sat(X1;X2; ')sat(X1;X2; AF ') sat(X1;X2; ')sat(X1;X2; AF ') X1=a; X2�0; X3=X2 + 2; sat(X1;X3; AF ')sat(X1;X2; AF ') X1=a; X2>0; X3=b; X4=X2 + 2;sat(X1;X4; AF '); sat(X3;X2; AF ')sat(X1;X2; AF ') X1=b; X3=X2 + 1; sat(X1;X3; AF ')



17.5. The Rules for Speializing CLP ProgramsThe proess of speializing a given program P whereby deriving program Q, an be formalizedas a sequene P0; : : : ; Pn of programs, alled a transformation sequene, where P0=P; Pn=Qand, for k = 0; : : : ; n�1, program Pk+1 is obtained from program Pk by applying one of thetransformation rules listed below. These rules are variants, tailored to the veri�ation tehniquepresented in this paper, of the rules onsidered in the literature for transforming logi programsand onstraint logi programs (see, in partiular, [5, 14, 17, 28, 37, 41℄).R1. Constrained Atomi De�nition. We introdue the lause, alled a de�nition,Æ : newp(X1; : : : ;Xm) ;Awhere: (i) newp is a prediate symbol not ourring in P0; : : : ; Pk, (ii) vars(A) = fX1; : : : ;Xmg,(iii) FV () � fX1; : : : ;Xmg, and (iv) the prediate of A ours in P0.By onstrained atomi de�nition (or de�nition, for short), we derive the new program Pk+1 =Pk [ fÆg.For i � 0, Defsi is the set of de�nitions introdued during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pi.In partiular, Defs0 = ;.R2. Unfolding. Let  : H  ;G1; L;G2 be a renamed apart lause in Pk. We onsider thefollowing two ases.(R2p: Positive Unfolding) Let L be an atom A. By unfolding  w.r.t. A we derive the set oflauses� : fH  ; A=K; d; G1; B;G2 j A and K have the same prediate symboland K  d;B is a lause in Pkgand we derive the new program Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ �.(R2n: Negative Unfolding) Let L be a negated atom :A.(i) If A is failed in Pk, then by unfolding  w.r.t. :A we derive the lause� : H  ;G1; G2and we derive the new program Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�g.(ii) If A is valid in Pk, then by unfolding  w.r.t. :A we derive the new program Pk+1 = Pk�fg.R3. Constrained Atomi Folding. Let  : H  ;G1; L;G2 be a lause in Pk, where L iseither an atom A or a negated atom :A. Let Æ : N  d;B be an instane of a lause in Defsksuh that: (i) A and B have the same prediate symbol and (ii) D j= 8 (! (d ^A=B)).(R3p: Positive Folding) Let L be A. By folding  w.r.t. L using Æ we derive the lause� : H  ;G1; N;G2and we derive the new program Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�g.(R3n: Negative Folding) Let L be :A. By folding  w.r.t. L using Æ, we derive the lause� : H  ;G1;:N;G2and we derive the new program Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�g.R4. Clause Removal. Let  be a lause in Pk. We derive the new program Pk+1 = Pk � fgif one of the following ases ours:(R4f: Unsatis�able Body)  is the lause H  ;G and the onstraint  is unsatis�able, that is,D j= :9();(R4s: Subsumed Clause)  is the lause H  ;G, with (;G) 6= true, and H is valid in Pk;(R4u: Useless Clause)  is useless in Pk.



18.R5. Contextual Constraint Replaement. Let C be a set of onstrained atoms. Let 1 bea renamed apart lause in Pk of the form: H  1; G. Suppose that for some onstraint 2, andfor every onstrained atom ;A in C, we have that:D j= 8(( ^A=H) ! (9Y 1 $ 9Z 2))where: (i) Y =FV (1)�vars(fH;Gg), and (ii) Z=FV (2)�vars(fH;Gg). Then, by ontextualonstraint replaement w.r.t. C we derive the lause2 : H  2; Gand we derive the new program Pk+1 = (Pk � f1g) [ f2g.For C = f(true ;H)g we have the following partiular ase of the ontextual onstraint replae-ment rule.(R5r: Constraint Replaement) Let 1 : H  1; G be a lause in Pk. Suppose that for someonstraint 2, we have that:D j= 8 (9Y 1 $ 9Z 2)where: (i) Y = FV (1)�vars(fH;Gg), and (ii) Z = FV (2)�vars(fH;Gg). Then we derive thelause2 : H  2; Gand we derive the new program Pk+1 = (Pk � f1g) [ f2g.The following theorems ensure the orretness of the transformation rules w.r.t. the perfetmodel semantis. Proofs of these results may be found in [16℄.Theorem 5.1. [Corretness of the Transformation Rules℄ Let P0 be a loally strati�ed programand let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene. Let us assume that during the onstrution ofP0; : : : ; Pn,(i) eah lause introdued by the onstrained atomi de�nition rule and used for onstrainedatomi folding, is unfolded w.r.t. the atom in its body,(ii) the ontextual onstraint replaement rule R5 is only applied in its restrited form R5r.Then Pn is loally strati�ed and M(P0 [Defsn) =M(Pn).In order to state the orretness of the ontextual onstraint replaement rule R5 w.r.t. theperfet model semantis we need the following de�nition.De�nition 3. [Call Patterns℄ Let  be a lause of the form H  ; L1; : : : ; Lk, where for i =1; : : : ; k, Li is either an atom Ai or a negated atom :Ai. For i = 1; : : : ; k, the onstrained atom(solve(;X); Ai), where X = vars(A), is said to be the all pattern of Li in . By CP() wedenote the set of all all patterns of literals in , that is, f(solve(;X); Ai) j i = 1; : : : ; kg. Givena program P , we de�ne CP(P ) = S2P CP().Call patterns will be used in our ontextual speialization strategy below (see Setion 6) forintroduing new de�nitions and for applying the ontextual onstraint replaement rule R5.Theorem 5.2. [Corretness of the Contextual Constraint Replaement Rule℄ Let P0; : : : ; Pn bea transformation sequene where, for k = 0; : : : ; n � 1, program Pk+1 is derived from Pk byapplying the ontextual onstraint replaement rule R5 w.r.t. a set C of onstrained atoms suhthat C � CP(P0). Assume that P0 and Pn are loally strati�ed w.r.t. the same loal strati�ationfuntion. Then for all onstrained atoms ;A 2 C and for every valuation v, we have that:if D j= v() then v(A) 2M(P0) i� v(A) 2M(Pn)



19.Notie that if Pn is derived from P0 by appliations of the ontextual onstraint replaement rule,then it may be the ase that M(P0) 6=M(Pn), beause Theorem 5.2 ensures the preservation ofthe perfet model only for atoms whose arguments satisfy the onstraints spei�ed by C.Notie also that, the ontextual onstraint replaement rule may not preserve loal strati�a-tion. For instane, let us onsider the programP0: p false;:pWe have that ground (P0) = ;, and thus, P0 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. every loal strati�ationfuntion. Now, by applying the ontextual onstraint replaement rule w.r.t. f(false ; p)g we getthe programP1: p :pwhih is not loally strati�ed.However, we will see in Setion 6 that all appliations of the ontextual onstraint replaementrule required by our veri�ation tehnique, do preserve loal strati�ation. This is due tothe fat that, aording to the speialization strategy presented in Setion 6, we apply theontextual onstraint replaement rule to strati�ed programs only, and the ontextual onstraintreplaement rule preserves strati�ation. Indeed, let us onsider a lause 1: H  1; G. If 1is strati�ed w.r.t. a level mapping �, then also the lause H  2; G, derived by replaing 1 by2 in , is strati�ed w.r.t. � beause the user de�ned prediates ourring in 1 and 2 are thesame. Thus, we have the following straightforward onsequene of Theorem 5.2.Corollary 5.3. [Corretness of the Contextual Constraint Replaement Rule for Strati�ed Pro-grams℄ Let P0 be a strati�ed program and let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene where, fork = 0; : : : ; n � 1, program Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the ontextual onstraint re-plaement rule R5 w.r.t. a set C of onstrained atoms suh that C � CP(P0). Then (i) Pn isstrati�ed and (ii) for all onstrained atoms ;A 2 C and for every valuation v, we have that:if D j= v() then v(A) 2M(P0) i� v(A) 2M(Pn)Now we ompare the transformation rules onsidered in this setion with other sets of transfor-mation rules whih have been presented in the literature.The rules listed above are an extension to loally strati�ed CLP programs of the rules presentedin [17℄ for the ase of de�nite CLP programs.The rules of [5, 14℄ are extensions of Tamaki-Sato's unfold/fold rules [41℄ to the ase of de�niteCLP programs. If we onsider de�nite CLP programs only, the de�nition and folding rules of[5, 14℄ are more general than ours, beause they allow the body of a de�nition to be a non-atomi onstrained goal. However, in Setion 7 we show that by applying our method, whihemploys atomi de�nitions and atomi folding only, we are able to verify several interesting CTLproperties of in�nite state systems.The transformation rules onsidered by Seki [37℄ extend Tamaki-Sato's rules to the ase oflogi programs with negation, but without onstraints. One further di�erene between ourrules and those in [37℄ is that, Seki's folding rule an be used for replaing a lause : H  ;G1;:A;G2 by a new lause 1: H  ;G1;newp(: : :); G2, but not by a new lause 2: H  ;G1;:newp(: : :); G2. The replaement of lause  by lause 2 is possible by using our foldingrule R3n.For a similar reason, our folding rule di�ers from the folding rule for strati�ed onstraintlogi programs onsidered by Maher [28℄. Moreover, Maher's folding rule does not permit thederivation of reursive lauses, and the derivation of reursive lauses is very important in ourmethod (see Setion 6).



20.Finally, the rule for deleting useless lauses and the ontextual onstraint replaement rule(exept for the partiular ase of rule R5r) are novel and they are not present in [5, 14, 28, 37℄.6. The Speialization StrategyNow we present the speialization strategy whih we use for verifying CTL properties of reativesystems.Suppose that we are given a reative system modeled by a Kripke struture K, and a CTLformula '. We want to verify that, for all initial states s, the formula ' holds in state s, thatis, K; s j= '. By Theorem 4.1, in order to do this veri�ation it is enough to verify that, for allinitial states s, sat(s; ') 2M(PK), where PK is the loally strati�ed CLP program onstrutedaording to our Enoding Algorithm.We start o� by introduing the lause Æin : sat spe(X) init(X); sat(X;'), where sat spe is anew prediate and init(X) is the onstraint whih spei�es the initial states of the system (seeSetion 4). Then we apply the transformation rules of Setion 5, aording to the speializa-tion strategy presented below, with the aim of deriving a program PK;spe ontaining the fatsat spe(X)  . If we sueeds in doing so, we have that for all states s, if init(s) holds thensat(s; ') 2M(PK) (see Theorem 6.2).Our speialization strategy is divided into three phases, alled Phase A, B, and C, respetively.Phase A starts o� by unfolding the de�nition Æ and then applying the onstraint replaementrule for simplifying the onstraints as muh as possible. By doing so, we derive a new set oflauses, say �. Then we apply a generalization funtion and we introdue a (possibly empty) setof new de�nitions of the form newp(X)  d(X); sat (X; ) suh that we an apply the foldingrule w.r.t. eah onstrained literal sat(X; ) or :sat(X; ) ourring in the body of a lause in�. We iterate unfolding, generalization, and folding steps, for eah new de�nition introduedby generalization, and we stop this iteration when no new de�nitions are neessary for applyingthe folding rule w.r.t. all (positive or negative) ourrenes of sat literals, beause we an foldthose ourrenes by using de�nitions whih have been already introdued.Below we will present the generalization funtion whih ensures that a �nite set of de�nitionswill be introdued and, thus, Phase A of the speialization strategy always terminates (see The-orem 6.3). At the end of Phase A we derive a program PA where the (positive or negative)dependenies among sat atoms have been lifted to dependenies among newly introdued predi-ates. In partiular, due to the struture of the CTL formulas whih our as seond argumentsof the prediate sat, we always derive a strati�ed program. This property will be exploitedduring Phase C.In order to derive a program PK;spe whih ontains the fat sat spe(X) , that is, a programwhere sat spe(X) is valid, we may need to derive programs where the atoms of the form newp(X)are either valid or failed. This an be aomplished during Phases B and C of our speializationstrategy by applying the following rules: (i) positive and negative unfolding, (ii) removal of use-less and subsumed lauses, and (iii) onstraint replaement, as the following example illustrates.Example 3. Let us assume that the output of Phase A is the following program PA:1. sat spe(X) X=0; newsat1(X); :newsat2(X)2. newsat1(X) X�03. newsat1(X) X�0; Y =X+1; newsat1(Y )4. newsat2(X) X�0; Y =X�1; newsat2(Y )



21.Suppose that init(X) is the onstraint X=0 in lause 1. From PA we want to derive a programontaining the fat sat spe(X) . In order to do so, we �rst derive a program where newsat1(X)is valid and newsat2(X) is failed. We proeed as follows. We notie that the onstraint X� 0in the body of lause 2 is redundant beause it is implied by the onstraint whih holds at eahall of newsat1(X). Indeed, for newsat1(X) in the body of lause 1 we have that X=0 holds,and for newsat1(Y ) in the body of lause 3, we have that Y � 1 holds. Thus, by applying theontextual onstraint replaement rule we replae lause 2 by the fat:5. newsat1(X) that is, we derive a program where newsat1(X) is valid. Thus, by applying rule R4s we maydelete lause 3. Next, we notie that lause 4 is useless and, by applying rule R4u, we andelete it and we derive a program where newsat2(X) is failed. Now, by positive and negativeunfolding, from lause 1 we derive the lause:6. sat spe(X) X=0.Sine we want to derive a fat whih holds for the initial state where the onstraint X = 0 istrue, by applying the ontextual onstraint replaement rule we replae lause 6 by the fat:7. sat spe(X) During Phase B of the speialization strategy desribed in Setion 6, we delete redundant on-straints (in our example above, the onstraint X�0 in the body of lause 2 and the onstraintX=0 in the body of lause 6), by using the ontextual onstraint replaement rule R5.During Phase C of the strategy, we derive valid and failed atoms (in our example above,newsat1(X) and newsat2(X), respetively). In partiular, during that phase, we work bottom-up on the strata of the program (reall that at the end of Phase A we always derive a strati�edprogram), and we simplify the de�nition of every prediate symbol newp ourring in the pro-gram, with the aim of deriving either the fat newp(X) or the empty de�nition.6.1. The Generalization FuntionNow we present the generalization funtion gen used during Phase A of the speialization strat-egy for introduing new lauses by using the onstrained atomi de�nition rule. During theGeneralization Step of Phase A, given a all pattern of the form ((X); sat (X; )), we introduea new de�nition of the form �: newp(X)  gen((X)); sat (X; ) where gen((X)) is a on-straint suh that D j= 8X ((X) ! gen((X))). This ondition ensures that the lause wherethe all pattern ((X); sat (X; )) ours, an be folded by using �. Moreover, we will de�negen((X))) so that it is the least onstraint, in the sense spei�ed below, whih makes it possibleto fold. This minimality ondition is motivated by the fat that, as already remarked at the endof Setion 2, generalization should be applied with parsimony, beause it may prevent the proofof the property of interest.An important feature of the gen funtion is that it has a �nite odomain and thus, for any CTLformula  , a �nite number of new de�nitions of the form newp(X) gen((X)); sat (X; ) anbe introdued. This fat ensures that the speialization strategy always terminates. As alreadymentioned, by doing so we obtain a method whih is inomplete, in the sense that there existproperties of in�nite state systems that annot be proved. However, we will show in Setion 7that several interesting properties an indeed be proved by using the proposed generalizationfuntion.The odomain of gen is the �nite set C(E ) of onstraints onstruted as follows. Let X bea variable ranging over the states of K. We assume that every lause in PK [ fÆing is written



22.by using X as the �rst argument of the head. Thus, every lause in PK [ fÆing is either of theform sat(X; )  ;G or of the form sat spe(X)  ;G. We onsider the set EK of onstraintse suh that: (i) e is a basi onstraint, (ii) there exists a lause H  ;G in PK [ fÆing suhthat solve(;X) = e ^ d for some onstraint d. We assume that Property P of Setion 4 holds.Let us also onsider the set Eneg of basi onstraints e0 suh that there exists a basi onstrainte 2 EK suh that the partition of :e is of the form 1_ : : :_ (e0^d)_ : : :_ m for some onstraintd. We de�ne the following set of basi onstraints: E = EK [ Eneg . We identify two elementse and e0 in E i� D j= 8 (e$ e0). Let C(E ) be the smallest set of onstraints inluding true, allonstraints in E, and losed w.r.t. ^. By onstrution, C(E ) is a �nite set.We de�ne gen() as the least onstraint in C(E ) w.r.t. the impliation ordering, suh thatD j= 8 ( ! gen()). The onstraint gen() an be omputed by applying the algorithmdesribed below. This algorithm performs a breadth-�rst visit of the direted ayli graph Gwhih is onstruted as follows: (i) the verties of G are the onstraints in E, and (ii) thereexists an edge from e to e0 i� (ii.1) e and e0 are distint, (ii.2) D j= 8 (e ! e0), and (ii.3) thereis no d 2 E, distint from e and e0, suh that D j= 8 ((e ! d) ^ (d ! e0)). Given a vertex e ofG, we denote by Reah(e) the set of verties whih are reahable from e.The Algorithm for Constraint GeneralizationInput : the onstraint  to be generalized and the graph G.Output : a onstraint d 2 C(E ) suh that (i) D j= 8 ( ! d) and (ii) for all e 2 C(E ) ifD j= 8 (! e) then D j= 8 (d! e).d := true;ToBeVisited := E;Let Current be the set of verties of G with no inoming edges;for eah vertex e 2 Current doif D j= 8 (! e) thend := d ^ e;Current := Current � feg;ToBeVisited := ToBeVisited � (feg [ Reah(e))elseCurrent := (Current � feg) [ fe0 2 ToBeVisited j there is an edge from e to e0gToBeVisited := ToBeVisited � fegend-for6.2. The Strategy for Speializing CLP ProgramsNow we present the speialization strategy whih we use for verifying CTL properties of reativesystems. Let K be a Kripke struture based on a onstraint domain D and let PK be the loallystrati�ed program onstruted by the Enoding Algorithm desribed in Setion 4.The Speialization StrategyInput : (i) The program PK and (ii) a onstrained atom (init(X); sat (X;')).Output : (i) A speialized program PK;spe and (ii) a new prediate symbol sat spe suh that, forall states s 2 D, if D j= init(s) then sat(s; ') 2M(PK) i� sat spe(s) 2M(PK;spe).Phase A. We use the following three variables: (1) PA, whih denotes the output program ofthis phase, (2) Defs, whih denotes the set of de�nitions introdued during the speialization



23.proess, and (3) NewDefs, whih denotes the set of de�nitions whih have been introdued butnot yet unfolded. Let Elem be the set of elementary properties of the Kripke struture K.Introdue the lause Æin : sat spe(X)  init(X); sat (X;') by applying the onstrained atomide�nition rule R1.PA := ;; Defs := fÆing; NewDefs := fÆing;while there exists a lause � 2 NewDefs doNewDefs := NewDefs � f�g;Step 1: Unfolding-Replaement.Let � be the set of lauses derived by unfolding � w.r.t. the atom in bd(�);while there exists a lause  in � of the form H  ;G1; sat(X; ); G2, whereeither  belongs to Elem or  is of the form : 1 or  is of the form  1 ^  2 doreplae  in � by the set of lauses derived by unfolding  w.r.t. sat(X; )end-whileLet � be the set of lauses obtained from � by: (i) applying rule R4f wherebyremoving all lauses with an unsatis�able onstraint in the body, and(ii) applying rule R5r whereby replaing eah lause of the form H  ; Gby H  solve(; Y ); G, where Y = FV () \ vars(fH;Gg);Step 2: Generalization.for every (possibly renamed) all pattern ((X); sat (X; )) 2 CP(�) doif there is no lause in Defs whose body is (gen((X)); sat (X; ))then introdue the de�nition �: newp(X) gen((X)); sat (X; ) by applying rule R1;Defs := Defs [ f�g; NewDefs := NewDefs [ f�g;end-forStep 3: Folding.while there exists a lause  in � of the form H  ;G1; L;G2, where L iseither an atom sat(X; ) or a negated atom :sat(X; ) doreplae  by the lause derived by folding  w.r.t. L using a lause in Defsend-whilePA := PA [ �end-whilePhase B. This Phase of the speialization strategy takes the output program PA of Phase A asinput and returns a new program PB .PB := ;;Let C be f(init(X); sat spe(X))g [CP(PA), where CP(PA) is the set of all patterns in PA (seeDe�nition 3);for every renamed apart lause  in PA of the form H  1; : : : ; n; G,where 1; : : : ; n are basi onstraints doapply the ontextual onstraint replaement rule w.r.t. C and derivea new lause 0 by deleting, for i = 1; : : : ; n, the onstraint i if, forevery onstrained atom (;Atom) in C, D j= 8 (( ^Atom=H)! i);PB := PB [ f0g;end-forPhase C. This Phase of the speialization strategy takes as input the output program PB ofPhase B and returns the �nal, speialized program PK;spe . Let S1; : : : ; Sn be a strati�ation ofprogram PB (see Lemma 6.1 below).



24.PK;spe := ;;for i := 1; : : : ; n dorepeatS := Si;Apply to Si, as long as possible, the lause removal rule R4s;Apply to Si, as long as possible, the positive unfolding rule R2p and the negativeunfolding rule R2n w.r.t. the valid and failed atoms ourring in S1 [ : : : [ Si;for all lauses in Si of the form H   doif D j= 8(9Y ) where Y = FV ()� vars(H)then apply the onstraint replaement rule R5r and replae H   by the fat H  end-foruntil S = Si;Apply the lause removal rule R4u for removing the useless lauses from Si;PK;spe := PK;spe [ Siend-forThe two Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 below, establish the orretness and the termination of ourspeialization strategy. We �rst need the following lemma.Lemma 6.1. Let PA and PB the output programs of Phase A and Phase B, respetively, of thespeialization strategy. Then PA and PB are strati�ed.Proof. Program PA is strati�ed w.r.t. the level mapping � de�ned as follows: �(newp) =length( ), where the de�nition of newp in Defs is newp(X) sat(X; ).Indeed, by onstrution, for every lause  in PA of the form newp(X) ;G and for all literalsL in G we have that:(1) if L is of the form newq(Y ) then �(newq) � �(newp), and(2) if L is of the form :newq(Y ) then �(newq) < �(newp).Sine in Phase B we use the ontextual onstraint replaement rule only, by Corollary 5.3program PB is strati�ed. 2Theorem 6.2. [Corretness of the Speialization Strategy℄ Let K be a Kripke struture basedon a onstraint domain D and let PK be the loally strati�ed program onstruted by the En-oding Algorithm. Let init(X) be the onstraint whih spei�es the set of initial states and let' be a CTL formula. By applying the speialization strategy to the input program PK and theonstrained atom init(X); sat (X;'), we obtain: (i) a speialized program PK;spe and (ii) a newprediate symbol sat spe suh that, for all states s 2 D, if D j= init(s) then sat(s; ') 2 M(PK)i� sat spe(s) 2M(PK;spe).Proof. Let Æin be the initial de�nition sat spe(X) init(X); sat (X;') and let s be a state suhthat D j= init(s). Let us onsider the �nal values of Defs (i.e., the set of de�nitions introduedduring Phase A), PA (i.e., the output program of Phase A), and PB (i.e., the output programof Phase B). We have that:sat(s; ') 2M(PK) i� sat spe(s) 2M(PK [ fÆing)(by the de�nition of M , beause Def (sat spe ; PK [ fÆing)=fÆing)i� sat spe(s) 2M(PK [Defs)(beause Def (sat spe ;Defs)=fÆing)



25.i� sat spe(s) 2M(PK [ PA)(by Theorem 5.1)i� sat spe(s) 2M(PK) [M(PA)(beause there is no prediate symbol ourring both in PK and in PA)i� sat spe(s) 2M(PA)(beause sat is the only prediate symbol ourring in PK).Now, we show that sat spe(s) 2M(PA) i� sat spe(s) 2M(PB). Let C be the set of onstrainedatoms onsidered at the beginning of Phase B. Sine: (i) by Lemma 6.1 PA is strati�ed, (ii)C � CP(PA), (iii) (init(X); sat spe(X)) 2 C, and (iv) D j= init(s), then by Corollary 5.3 wehave that, sat spe(s) 2M(PA) i� sat spe(s) 2M(PB).Finally, we have that sat spe(s; ') 2 M(PB) i� sat spe(s) 2 M(PK;spe). Indeed, during PhaseC rule R1 is not applied and rule R5 is applied only in its restrited form R5r and, thus, byTheorem 5.1, we have that M(PB) =M(PK;spe). 2Theorem 6.3. The speialization strategy always terminates.Proof. We prove the termination of Phase A, Phase B, and Phase C separately.Termination of Phase A. Let us �rst show the termination of eah appliation of Steps 1, 2, and3.Termination of Step 1. Let us onsider an appliation of Step 1 starting from a de�nition �.Let T be the tree onstruted as follows: (i) the root of T is the de�nition � and (ii) for anytwo nodes �1 and �2 in T , �2 is a hild of �1 i� �2 is obtained by unfolding �1. Sine the inputprogram PK onstruted by the Enoding Algorithm is �nite, eah appliation of the unfoldingrule w.r.t. an atom of the form sat(X; ) produes a �nite number of lauses. Thus, every nodeof T has a �nite number of hildren. Now, we show that every path in T is �nite. Let usonsider the well-founded ordering >a over atoms de�ned as follows. For all atoms of the formsat(X; 1) and sat(Y;  2), sat(X; 1) >a sat(Y;  2) i� length( 1) > length( 2). Let > be thewell-founded ordering over lauses de�ned as follows. For all lauses �1: H1  ;G1 and �2:H2  d;G2, �1 > �2 i� G2 an be obtained from G1 by replaing a literal L of the form A or:A by a onjuntion of literals L1; : : : ; Ln suh that, for all i = 1; : : : ; n, Li is of the form Aior :Ai and A >a Ai. Now notie that, the unfolding rule is applied w.r.t. atoms of the formsat(X; ), where either  belongs to Elem or  is of the form : 1 or  is of the form  1 ^  2.Moreover, by the onstrution of PK, this appliation of the unfolding rule replaes the atomsat(X; ) by a onstrained goal of the form ; sat(X1;  1); : : : ; sat(Xk;  k), where k � 0 and, fori = 1; : : : ; k,  i is a proper subformula of  . Thus, if �2 is a hild of �1 in T then �1 > �2. Thisproves that there exist no in�nite paths in T and therefore the set of nodes of T is �nite. Thus,also the set of lauses derived by appliations of the unfolding rule during Step 1 is �nite. Sinewe perform at most one appliation of the lause removal rule or the onstraint replaement ruleto the lauses derived by unfolding, we have that Step 1 terminates.Termination of Steps 2 and 3. It is guaranteed by the following two fats: (i) the set � of lausesis �nite, and (ii) every lause ontains a �nite number of literals in its body, and thus, there isonly a �nite number of all patterns.Now we prove the termination of Phase A. The number of iterations of the outermost while-loop is equal to the number of de�nitions introdued during the appliations of Step 2. Thus,the termination of Phase A follows from the fat that only a �nite number of de�nitions areintrodued. Indeed, every appliation of the onstrained atomi de�nition rule performed at



26.Step 2 introdues a lause � of the form newp(X)  gen((X)); sat (X; ) where: (i) gen isa funtion with a �nite odomain (see Setion 6.1), (ii)  is a subformula of the initial CTLformula ', and (iii) the body of � is not a variant of the body of any lause introdued byprevious appliations of the de�nition rule.Termination of Phase B. Phase B terminates beause the input program PA is �nite and inevery lause there is a �nite number of basi onstraints.Termination of Phase C. It follows from the following fats: (i) the input program PB is strati�ed(see Lemma 6.1), and (ii) eah appliation of a transformation rule in the repeat-loop removeseither a lause or a onstraint or a literal. 2Now, we an prove the soundness of our veri�ation method based on program speialization.Theorem 6.4. [Soundness of the Veri�ation Method℄ Let K be a Kripke struture whose initialstates are spei�ed by the onstraint init(X), and let ' be a CTL formula. Let PK be the loallystrati�ed CLP program onstruted by using the Enoding Algorithm. Let the prediate sat speand the program PK;spe be the output of the speialization strategy. If the fat sat spe(X)  ours in PK;spe then K; s j= ' holds for all initial states s of K.Proof. Let s be an initial state of K, that is, D j= init(s). Sine the fat sat spe(X)  oursin PK;spe then sat spe(s) 2 M(PK;spe) and, by the orretness of the speialization strategy(see Theorem 6.2), we have that sat(s; ') 2 M(PK). Thus, by the orretness of the EnodingAlgorithm (see Theorem 4.1), K; s j= ' holds. 26.3. An Example of Appliation of the Speialization StrategyLet us onsider the Kripke struture K presented in Example 2 and let PK be the programonstruted by using the Enoding Algorithm. We will verify that K; ha; 0i j= :AF neg , whereneg holds in a state hX1;X2i i� X2< 0, by proving that sat(a; 0;:AF neg) 2 M(PK). We willdo so by applying the speialization strategy to the input program PK and the onstrained atomX1 = a;X2 =0; sat(X1;X2;:AF neg). The speialization strategy will start o� by introduingthe lause:1. sat spe(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=0; sat(X1;X2;:AF neg)The proof of the property of interest will onsist in deriving the lause:sat spe(X1;X2) The generalization funtion gen to be used during the appliation of the strategy is de�nedas follows. The set EK of onstraints omputed from PK [ f1g as indiated in Setion 6.1 isfX2 < 0; X1 = a; X2 � 0; X2 > 0; X1 = b; X2 =0g. The partition of :X2 < 0 is X2 � 0 and thepartitions of the negations of the other onstraints in EK generate onstraints in EK. Thus, theset E of onstraints is de�ned as follows:E = EK [ fX2�0gLet C(E ) be the losure of ftrueg [ E w.r.t. onjuntion (see Setion 6.1). Then, given a on-straint (X1;X2), gen((X1;X2)) is the least onstraint in C(E ) w.r.t. the impliation ordering,suh that D j= 8X18X2 ((X1;X2)! gen((X1;X2))).Let us now desribe how the speialization strategy works in our example.Phase A.We start o� by introduing the de�nition lause 1 in Defs and NewDefs.



27.First iteration.Step 1: Unfolding-Replaement. We apply the unfolding rule to lause 1 w.r.t. the atom in itsbody and we derive:2. sat spe(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=0; :sat(X1;X2; AF neg)Step 2: Generalization. The only all pattern in lause 2 is:X1=a;X2=0 ; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)Sine, the generalization of X1 = a;X2 = 0 is X1 = a;X2 = 0 itself, we introdue the followingnew de�nition:3. newsat1(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)Thus, Defs is fd1, d3g.Step 3: Folding. By folding lause 2 using lause 3, we derive:4. sat spe(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=0; :newsat1(X1;X2)Now, NewDefs = f3g and we iterate the speialization proess as follows.Seond iteration.Step 1: Unfolding-Replaement. We apply the unfolding and onstraint replaement rules tolause 3 and we derive:5. newsat1(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=2; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)Step 2: Generalization. The only all pattern in lause 5 is:X1=a;X2=2; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)The generalization of the onstraint X1= a ^X2=2 is X1= a;X2> 0 and, thus, we introduethe following new de�nition:6. newsat2(X1;X2) X1=a;X2>0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)Defs is f1, 3, 6g.Step 3: Folding. By folding lause 5 using lause 6, we derive:7. newsat1(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=2;newsat2(X1;X2)Sine NewDefs = f6g we iterate the speialization proess as follows.Third iteration.Step 1: Unfolding-Replaement. By unfolding and onstraint replaement, from lause 6 wederive:8. newsat2(X1;X2) X1=a;X2>0;X3=X2 + 2;X4=b;sat(X1;X3; AF neg); sat(X4;X2; AF neg)Step 2: Generalization. The all patterns in lause 8 are (after variable renaming):X1=a;X2>2; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)X1=b;X2>0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)We onsider the �rst all pattern. The generalization of the onstraint X1 = a;X2 > 2 is theonstraint X1= a;X2 > 0 and, sine the onstrained atom X1= a;X2 > 0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)is the body of lause 6 in Defs, we do not introdue a new de�nition for this onstrained atom.Now we onsider the seond all pattern in lause 8. Sine the generalization of X1= b;X2>0is X1= b;X2> 0 itself and no lause in Defs has body X1= b;X2> 0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg), weintrodue the de�nition:



28.9. newsat3(X1;X2) X1=b;X2>0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg)Thus, Defs is f1, 3, 6, 9g.Step 3: Folding. By folding using lauses 6 and 9, from lause 8 we derive:10. newsat2(X1;X2) X1=a;X2>0;X3=X2 + 2;X4=b;newsat2(X1;X3);newsat3(X4;X2)Now, NewDefs = f9g and we perform one more iteration of the speialization proess.Fourth iteration.Step 1: Unfolding-Replaement. We now proeed by applying the unfolding and onstraintreplaement rules to lause 9 and we derive:11. newsat3(X1;X2) X1=b;X2>0;X3=X2 + 1; sat(X1;X3; AF neg)Step 2: Generalization. The only all pattern in lause 11 is (after variable renaming): X1 =b;X2 > 1; sat(X1;X2; AF neg). The generalization of X1 = b;X2 > 1 is X1 = b;X2 > 0. SineX1= b;X2> 0; sat(X1;X2; AF neg) is the body of lause 9 in Defs, we need not introdue anynew de�nition.Step 3: Folding. By folding lause 11 using 9, we derive:12. newsat3(X1;X2) X1=b;X2>0;X3=X2 + 1; newsat3(X1;X3)Sine there are no de�nitions in NewDefs we onlude Phase A with the following program PA:4. sat spe(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=0; :newsat1(X1;X2)7. newsat1(X1;X2) X1=a;X2=2; newsat2(X1;X2)10. newsat2(X1;X2) X1=a;X2>0;X3=X2 + 2;X4=b;newsat2(X1;X3); newsat3(X4;X2)12. newsat3(X1;X2) X1=b;X2>0;X3=X2 + 1; newsat3(X1;X3)Phase B.We onsider the set C onsisting of the following onstrained atoms:p1. X1=a;X2=0; satspe(X1;X2)p2. X1=a;X2=0; newsat1(X1;X2)p3. X1=a;X2=2; newsat2(X1;X2)p4. X1=a;X2>2; newsat2(X1;X2)p5. X1=b;X2>0; newsat3(X1;X2)p6. X1=b;X2>1; newsat3(X1;X2)where the onstraint in p1 is init(X1;X2) and fp2, p3, p4, p5, p6g is the set CP(PA) of theall patterns in PA (after variable renaming). We apply the ontextual onstraint replaementrule for deleting redundant onstraints from the lauses of PA as follows. We delete the onstraintX1= a;X2=0 from lause 4, beause it is implied by the onstraint in p1, and we derive thefollowing lause:13. sat spe(X1;X2) :newsat1(X1;X2)We also delete the onstraint X2>0 from lause 10, beause it is implied by the onstraints ofthe all patterns p3 and p4 of newsat2(X1;X2). We derive the following lause:14. newsat2(X1;X2) X1=a;X3=X2 + 2;X4=b;newsat2(X1;X3); newsat3(X4;X2)Similarly, we remove the onstraint X2>0 from lause 12 thereby obtaining the lause:15. newsat3(X1;X2) X1=b;X3=X2 + 1; newsat3(X1;X3)



29.Thus, we end Phase B with program PB onsisting of lauses 13, 7, 14, and 15.Phase C.We ompute a strati�ation of the program PB and we get PB = S1[S2, where S1 = f7; 14; 15gand S2 = f13g. Then, we proess the two strata of PB as follows.Stratum S1. Sine the prediates newsat1, newsat2, and newsat3 are useless in S1, we removetheir de�nitions and we derive S1 = ;.Stratum S2. The atom newsat1(X1;X2) is failed in the program S1 [ S2, whih ontains lause13 only. Thus, by applying the negative unfolding rule R2n to lause 13, we derive our �nal,speialized program PK;spe whih onsists of the following lause:16. sat spe(X1;X2) Thus, as desired, we have proved that K; ha; 0i j= :AF neg holds.7. Examples of Protool Veri�ation via SpeializationNow we present the veri�ation of three protools by using our method based on programspeialization: (i) the Bakery Protool [23℄, (ii) the Tiket Protool [2℄, and the Bounded Bu�erProtool [6℄.The Bakery Protool and the Tiket Protool ensure mutual exlusion between two onurrentproesses A and B trying to aess a shared resoure. We veri�ed that either of these protools:(i) indeed guarantees mutually exlusive aesses to the resoure, and (ii) will eventually servea proess requesting the resoure.The Bounded Bu�er Protool governs the interation between two message produers and twomessage onsumers ommuniating through a shared bu�er of limited size. We veri�ed that nomessage is lost during ommuniations.The veri�ation of all the temporal properties was performed automatially by using theexperimental onstraint logi program transformation system MAP [15℄.7.1. The Bakery ProtoolThe state sA of proess A is represented by a pair hA; ai where A is an element of the setfthink ;wait ; useg of ontrol states, and a is a ounter whih takes as value a non negative realnumber (we ould have used natural numbers instead, but real numbers allow us a simpleronstraint solver for Rlin). Analogously, the state sB of proess B is represented by a pairhB ; bi.The evolution over time of proess A is modeled by the transition relation RA (depited inFigure 2) whih also uses the ounter b assoiated with proess B:RA = f(hthink ; ai ; hwait ; b+ 1i)g [f(hwait ; ai ; huse; ai) j a < b or b = 0g [f(huse; ai ; hthink ; 0i)gThe evolution over time of proess B is modeled by an analogous transition relation RB, wherea and b are interhanged.The state of the system resulting by the asynhronous parallel omposition of proesses A andB, is represented by the 4-tuple hA; a; B ; bi. Thus, the transition relation of the system is(here and in the following examples, for reasons of simpliity, we will feel free to omit someangle brakets):



30. ' $?#  " ! #  " ! #  " !- -hthink ; ai hwait; ai huse; aia := 0a := b+1 a<b _ b=0Figure 2: Proess A of the Bakery Protool.R = f(sA; sB ; s0A; sB) j (sA; s0A) 2 RAg [ f(sA; sB ; sA; s0B) j (sB; s0B) 2 RBgThis system has an in�nite number of states, beause ounters may inrease in an unboundedway, as the following omputation path illustrates:hthink ; 0; think ; 0i, hwait ; 1; think ; 0i, hwait ; 1;wait ; 2i, huse; 1;wait ; 2i,hthink ; 0;wait ; 2i, hthink ; 0; use ; 2i, hwait ; 3; use ; 2i, hwait ; 3; think ; 0i, : : :The set I of initial states is the singleton fhthink ; 0; think ; 0ig.We have applied our speialization method to the veri�ation of two properties of the BakeryProtool: (i) the mutual exlusion property, and (ii) the starvation freedom property. Themutual exlusion property is a safety property whih says that `the system will never reah astate where both proesses are using the shared resoure'. The starvation freedom property is aliveness property whih says that `if a proess wants to use a resoure then it will eventually getit'. The mutual exlusion property an be expressed by the CTL formula :EF unsafe, whereunsafe is an elementary property whih holds i� both proesses are in ontrol state use, that is,for all states s 2 S, unsafe 2 L(s) i� s is of the form huse; a; use; biwhere a and b are non negative real numbers.The starvation freedom property for a proess, say proess A, an be expressed by the CTLformula :EF (wait ^ :AF use). The elementary properties wait and use hold are de�ned asfollows:for all states s 2 S, wait 2 L(s) i� s is of the form hwait ; a; B ; bi, andfor all states s 2 S, use 2 L(s) i� s is of the form huse; a; B ; biwhere a and b are non negative real numbers and B is an element of fthink ;wait ; useg.7.2. The Tiket ProtoolThe Tiket Protool [2℄ provides an alternative solution to the mutual exlusion problem. Theinteration of the two proesses A and B is ontrolled by a proess C whih assigns tikets toA and B.The states of the proesses A and B are represented as for the Bakery Protool. The statesC of proess C is represented by a pair ht; ni of non negative real numbers, where t is used forassigning a new tiket to A or B, and n provides an upper bound for the value of the tiketsrequired for aessing the ritial setion.The overall system is (A jC) jj (B jC) where j denotes the synhronous parallel ompositionand jj denotes the asynhronous one. The transitions for (A jC) are spei�ed by the followingrelation RA jC (see also Figure 3):RA jC = f(hthink ; a; t; ni ; hwait ; t; t+ 1; ni)g [f(hwait ; a; t; ni ; huse; a; t; ni) j a � ng [f(huse; a; t; ni ; hthink ; 0; t; n+ 1i)g



31.' $?#  " ! #  " ! #  " !- -hthink ; a; t; ni hwait; a; t; ni huse; a; t; nin := n+1a := tt := t+1 a�nFigure 3: The Tiket Protool: (A jC).The transitions for (B jC) an be spei�ed by a relation RB jC , whih is obtained replaing aby b in RA jC .The state of the overall system is represented by the 6-tuple hA; a; B ; b; t; ni and its transitionrelation is the following:R = f(sA; sB; sC ; s0A; sB ; s0C) j (sA; sC ; s0A; s0C) 2 RA jCg[f(sA; sB ; sC ; sA; s0B ; s0C) j (sB; sC ; s0B ; s0C) 2 RB jCgThis system has an in�nite number of states, beause there is no upper bound to the values oft and n.The set I of the initial states is fhthink ; 0; think ; 0; t; ni j t=ng.We have applied our veri�ation method for proving the mutual exlusion property and thestarvation freedom property of the Tiket Protool. The mutual exlusion property an beexpressed by the CTL formula :EF unsafe. The elementary property unsafe is de�ned asfollows:for all states s 2 S, unsafe 2 L(s) i� s is of the form huse; a; use; b; t; niwhere a; b; t and n are non negative real numbers.The starvation freedom property for a proess, say proess A, an be expressed by the CTLformula :EF (wait^:AF use). The set of states where the elementary properties wait and usehold an be de�ned as follows:for all states s 2 S, wait 2 L(s) i� s is of the form hwait ; a; B ; b; t; ni, andfor all states s 2 S, use 2 L(s) i� s is of the form huse; a; B ; b; t; niwhere a; b; t, and n are non negative real numbers and B is an element of fthink ;wait ; useg.7.3. The Bounded Bu�er ProtoolThe Bounded Bu�er Protool governs the interation of �ve proesses: two produers P1; P2,two onsumers C1; C2 and the bu�er B.The state spi of proess Pi, where i 2 f1; 2g, is represented by a real number pi whih isthe number of messages produed by Pi during the protool run. Analogously, the state si ofproess Ci, where i 2 f1; 2g, is desribed by a real number i whih is the number of messagesonsumed by Ci during the protool run. The state b of the bu�er B is desribed by a pairhS;Ai of real numbers where S denotes the bu�er size (whih does not hange over time) andA denotes the number of available loations.The overall system is (P1 jB) jj (P2 jB) jj (C1 jB) jj (C2 jB) where the transitions for (Pi jB),where i 2 f1; 2g, are spei�ed by the following relation:RPi jB = f(hpi; S;Ai ; hpi + 1; S;A � 1i) jA > 0gand the transitions for (Ci jB), where i 2 f1; 2g, are spei�ed by the following relation:



32.RCi jB = f(hi; S;Ai ; hi + 1; S;A+ 1i) jA < SgThe state of the overall system is represented by the 5-tuple hsp1; sp2; s1; s2; bi and its transitionrelation is the following:R = �Si2f1;2gf(sp1; sp2; s1; s2; b) j (spi; b; sp0i; b0) 2 RPi jBg�[�Si2f1;2gf(sp1; sp2; s1; s2; b) j (si; b; s0i; b0) 2 RCi jBg�This system has an in�nite number of states, beause sp1; sp2; s1 and s2 do not have an upperbound.The set S0 of initial states is fh0; 0; 0; 0; (S;A)i jA=Sg.We have applied our veri�ation method for proving that no message is lost during the evo-lution of the system, that is, `the number of non empty loations in the bu�er is equal to thenumber of messages produed and not onsumed'.This property an be expressed by the CTL formula :EF lost , where lost an be de�ned asfollows:for all states s 2 S of the form hsp1; sp2; s1; s2; (S;A)i,lost 2 L(s) i� (S�A > sp1+sp2�s1�s2) _ (S�A < sp1+sp2�s1�s2).8. Related Work and ConlusionsIn reent years many logi-based tehniques have been developed for automatially verifyingproperties of reative systems, the most suessful of them being model heking [9℄. Thesuess of model heking is also due to the use of Binary Deision Diagrams whih providea very ompat symboli representation of a possibly very large, but �nite, set of states. Inorder to overome this �niteness restrition, some e�orts have reently been devoted for dealingwith in�nite state systems by inorporating into model heking some abstration and dedutiontehniques (see [39℄ for a brief survey).Reent papers also demonstrate the usefulness of logi programming and onstraint logiprogramming as a basis for the veri�ation of �nite or in�nite state systems.In [34℄ the authors present XMC, a model heking system implemented in the tabulation-based logi programming language XSB[36℄. XMC an verify temporal properties expressed inthe alternation-free fragment of the �-alulus of �nite state reative systems spei�ed in a CCS-like language. The XMC implementation ontains many soure-level optimizations whih takeadvantage of the tabulation-based exeution mehanism of XSB, thereby ahieving performanesomparable to those of state-of-the-art model hekers.A method for the veri�ation of some CTL properties of in�nite state onurrent systemsusing onstraint logi programming is desribed in [11℄. Depending on the formula and thesystem being veri�ed, suitable CLP programs are introdued. The truth of CTL propertiesis then veri�ed by omputing exat and approximated least and greatest �xed points of thoseprograms, but unfortunately there is no guarantee of termination.In [25℄ the authors show that a restrited form of partial dedution of logi programs, aug-mented with abstrat interpretation, is suÆient to solve all overability problems of in�nitestate Petri nets. Moreover, it is shown how it is possible to ompute the Karp-Miller tree andFinkel's minimal overabilty set, by using partial dedution algorithms.In [32℄ a model heker is presented for verifying CTL properties of �nite state systems,by using CLP programs over �nite onstraint domains whih are losed under onjuntion,



33.disjuntion, variable projetion and negation. The veri�ation proess is performed by exeutinga CLP program enoding the semantis of CTL in an extended exeution model whih usesonstrutive negation and tabled resolution.In [18℄ an automati method for verifying safety properties of in�nite state Petri nets withparametri initial markings is presented. The method tries to onstrut the reahability setof the Petri net being veri�ed by omputing the least �xpoint of CLP with Presburger arith-meti onstraints. Invariant heking and transformations of Petri nets are used for improvingperformane.A method for proving safety and liveness properties for parameterized �nite state systemswith various network topologies is presented in [35℄. The veri�ation proess is arried out byproving goal equivalene in logi programs using unfold/fold based program transformation.Our paper presents a systemati method for verifying CTL properties of in�nite state onur-rent systems based on a variant of the tehniques developed in [17℄ for speializing onstraintlogi programs. The main features by whih our method may show some advantages w.r.t. theabove-mentioned approahes are: (i) we onsider in�nite state onurrent systems [38℄ whosetransitions an be spei�ed by onstraints over a generi domain, (ii) we verify properties spe-i�ed by using any CTL formula, and (iii) our veri�ation method terminates in all ases.We have applied our veri�ation method to the familiar examples of: the Bakery Protool[23℄, the Tiket Protool [2℄, and the Bounded Bu�er Protool. We have proved that the �rsttwo protools ensure mutual exlusion and starvation freedom. We have also proved that nomessage is lost when omplying with the Bounded Bu�er Protool.We believe that the use of CLP as modeling language together with program speializationas inferene system, provides a very exible and powerful tool for the veri�ation of in�nitestate systems. Indeed, onstraints allow simple representations of in�nite sets of values, andthe delarativeness of logi programming makes it easy to model a large variety of systems andproperties.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank Giorgio Delzanno, Sandro Etalle, and Mihael Leushel for very helpfulomments on drafts of this work.Referenes[1℄ P. A. Abdulla, K. Cerans, B. Jonsson, and Y.-K. Tsay, \General deidability theoremsfor in�nite-state systems," in IEEE Symposium on Logi in Computer Siene, LICS'96,pp. 313{321, IEEE Computer Soiety Press, 1996.[2℄ G. R. Andrews, Conurrent programming: priniples and pratie. Addison-Wesley, 1991.[3℄ K. R. Apt, \Introdution to logi programming," in Handbook of Theoretial ComputerSiene (J. van Leeuwen, ed.), pp. 493{576, Elsevier, 1990.[4℄ K. R. Apt and R. N. Bol, \Logi programming and negation: A survey," Journal of LogiProgramming, vol. 19, 20, pp. 9{71, 1994.[5℄ N. Bensaou and I. Guessarian, \Transforming onstraint logi programs," Theoretial Com-puter Siene, vol. 206, pp. 81{125, 1998.
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